GCSE TEXTILES

Guide to Success with the
Sustained Project 2020/21

STUDENT SUPPORT
All resources and lesson information is shared on
the Yr11 Google Classroom page where it is also
possible to communicate with staff at any point.
Exemplar work on display throughout the Art and
Design Department as well as on our Instagram
page @qes_creative.
Our CREATIVE Instagram page has lots of links to
relevant designers and artists that can inspire
your project and portfolio.
GCSE BITESIZE has lots of class clips and video
links to all the different aspects of the course
from practicing artists and designers.
Pinterest is a must for all aspiring designers to use
as there are literally hundreds of designers work
on there to inspire you and your own ideas.

After School sessions are available throughout the
academic year to support students to keep up to
date and have extra support if required.

If you have any questions or need any further advice
then please get in touch with any member of the
Textiles department?
cparsons@queenelizabeths.com
Lwatt@queenelizabeths.com

COMPONENT 1 : PORTFOLIO
•

This sustained project brings together all of the skills, experiences
and techniques learnt on the course.

•

It encourages students to make their own informed decisions and to
work with increasing independence.

•

The work must show explicit coverage of the four assessment
objectives.

•

It must evidence the journey from initial engagement to the
realisation of intentions.

•

The investigation must be informed by an aspect of contemporary or
past practice of artists, photographers, designers or craftspeople.

2020/21 - UPDATE

ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES

Ofqual & AQA changes to the Art GCSE
for 2010/21 due to COVID-19 means
that there will be NO EXAM unit for
students this academic year.

AO1

Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical
understanding of sources.

AO2

Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting
with appropriate media, materials, techniques and processes.

AO3

Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions
as work progresses.

AO4

Present a personal and meaningful response that realises
intentions and demonstrates understanding of visual language.

The course will be assessed on 100%
coursework portfolio with internal and
external moderation.

EXAMPLES – OF GCSE PROJECTS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7efTCa7y
_6Q&t=1089s
A* GCSE ART & DESIGN: TEXTILES WORK ( Exam
Work+ Coursework)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ze1UQ
kOavcQ
Take a look at my GCSE textiles coursework
that received an A*. I talk through the
process of deciding on fabric, creating
designs, layout ideas, techniques to use, and
the final product.

The Student Art Guide helps
students excel in a wide range of
high school Art qualifications, such
as A Level. We compile new ideas,
best practice and helpful learning
strategies for high school Art
students. Our website features
outstanding high school art
projects, including those that are
awarded top in a qualification or
country. These provide wonderful
learning tools for others and
celebrate the achievement of
students, teachers, and schools.
https://www.studentartguide.com/
articles/art-sketchbook-ideas

WORK TO BE CARRIED OUT
DESIGN BRIEF - Choose a question that best suits your own
1 design style and strengths. Write up Design Brief & personal
approach

2

MIND MAP ideas creatively thinking as broadly as possible
about lots of different themes (Where Next)

3

STATEMENT OF INTENT – Following on from your initial
research, what do you plan to do?

4

MOOD BOARD - Collect images and objects that inspire your
thinking and present with annotations.

ARTIST RESEARCH x 3 - Decide on appropriate critical studies
(artist studies). You need minimum 3 artists to study in
5 detail. Look for artists that link to your ideas through
materials or techniques. Produce high quality analysis of
chosen artists work.

6

ARTIST PASTICHES/COPY x 2 - (see advice sheet and produce
high quality pastiches of your chosen practitioners work.

ARTIST COMPARISONS – Use both your artists work to
7 produce a diagram to explain their similarities. What will you
take forward and use in your work?

8

PHOTOGRAPHS - Take first hand images that are linked to
your theme. Produce as a contact sheet. Annotate/ analyse.
OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES— These should include drawings,

9 photos and alternative media such as paint, pencil crayon,
pastels taking a few of your photos and drawing from them.
STYLISATIONS – Using the techniques and chosen media

10 inspired by your artists produce a range of stylisations in
their style but using your own imagery.

11

Analyse….Where next? ……. Putting Research into practice
with Designs….

A highly developed ability to thoughtfully refine
ideas.
A highly developed ability to effectively select and
purposefully experiment with appropriate media,
materials, techniques and processes.

WORK TO BE CARRIED OUT
Using the inspiration of your chosen
artists and your own first hand images,
12
draw out a series of initial ideas for your
products(s).
Explore a variety of appropriate materials
and techniques—try things that are most
13
likely to be successful. (see the list of
techniques).
Develop your investigations and ideas
through practical work exploring suitable
14 materials and techniques . Refine your use
of materials and techniques trying things
more than once to show improvement.

15

Continue to develop observational work
and collect appropriate secondary sources

Evaluate your experiments and ideas
16 making clear annotations to explain your
thoughts and processes.

WORK TO BE CARRIED OUT

17

Develop and refine your ideas using different
media and ensure that the final ideas are
appropriate, link to your artists and
demonstrate your skills to the full. You should
be prototyping and testing your ideas.

18

Evaluate you practical work as it progresses
and refines. Use art related vocabulary. Link
back to the connections through your work and
your chosen designers/artists.

19

Include further recording and artist research (if
needed) to develop your project in a personal
way. This can include video clips, photographs,
interviewing, product analysis, target market
research.

20

Analyse….Where next?

WORK TO BE CARRIED OUT

Begin to form final piece ideas and spend
time developing skills using the appropriate
21 materials. Sketch plans and ideas. Consider
properties of materials in relation to your
idea
Work back through your sketchbook,
annotating and filling gaps. Your book should
demonstrate thorough coverage of all
22 assessment objectives and you should feel
confident that it demonstrates your best
work and clearly shows how your work has
developed.

23

Produce a final piece that brings together
your best ideas and uses your best skills.

24 EVALUATE your work honestly.
Consider how your work will be viewed by
25 an audience. Will they understand it? How
will it be displayed?
26

Hand in your work for assessment. Make
sure its clearly labelled and fully finished.

